PRAISE TO AMITA BUDDHA

阿彌陀佛身金色
E mi two fwo shen jin shai
THE SPLENDOR OF HIS HALLMARKS HAS NO PEER.

相好光明無等倫
Syang hau gwang ming wu deng lwun
THE LIGHT OF HIS BROW SHINES 'ROUND A HUNDRED WORLDS,

白毫宛轉五須彌
Bai hau wan jwan wu syu mi
WIDE AS THE SEAS ARE HIS EYES PURE AND CLEAR.

绀目澄清四大海
Gan mu cheng ching sz da hai
SHINING IN HIS BRILLIANCE BY TRANSFORMATION

光中化佛無數億
Gwang jung hwa fwo wu shu yi
ARE COUNTLESS BODHISATTVAS AND INFINITE BUDDHAS.

化善薩衆亦無邊
Hwa pu sa jung yi wu byan
HIS FORTY-EIGHT VOWS WILL BE OUR LIBERATION,

四十八願度衆生
Sz shr ba ywan du jung sheng
IN NINE LOTUS-STAGES WE REACH THE FARDEST SHORE.

九品咸令登彼岸
Jyou pin syan ling deng bi an
HOMAGE TO THE BUDDHA OF THE WESTERN PURE LAND, KIND AND
COMPASSIONATE AMITABHA. (repeat this line 3 times)

南無西方極樂世界大慈大悲阿彌陀佛
Na mwo syi fang jil e shr jye da tsz da bei e mi two fwo.

NA MO AMITA BUDDHA
南無阿彌陀佛
Na mwo e mi two fwo

(Recite while circumambulating.)

(持名繞念)